A Witch's Guide To Murder (A Book &
Candle Mystery Book 1)
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When Rory Wiltz inherits her grandmother's house and shop, she sees it as sign to move back to
her hometown of Hazelville, Ohio. She convinces her best friend Scott to come with her, not
knowing what awaits for them there.It seemed that her grandmother was a witch of sorts, because
the shop she left her, Book & Candle, definitely caters to the occult community. Things get even
weirder when her grandmother's ghost appears and demands that her murder be solved.Rory is in
over her head, but with the help of her mystery-loving friend Scott and her witchy cousin Rhi, she's
determined to track down her grandmother's killer. Jack, the sexy new detective in town, and
Hunter, the mysterious new arrival only complicate matters more. Will Rory uncover the killer before
the killer comes for her?The second book in this series is available now:A Witch's Guide to
Werewolves
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I made it to 13%. Just could not attempt further! This book reads like a 7th grade creative writing
assignment...only with worse grammar! "I and Scott"? For real? How does this author not know
basic fundamentals of grammar? Is she trying to be tongue-in-cheek by purposely placing subjects

incorrectly in her sentences? Also, just in the three chapters I suffered through, the word "cool" was
used to describe just about everything (except the temperature). That isn't the only repetitive
word/phrase I encountered either! Definitely needs heavy editing before I'll give it another chance!

I hoped to enjoy this murder mystery with a little occult thrown in but I didn't. I wish I could be one of
those people who don't finish books but I am not. While there was a story here it wasn't the best. No
heat between characters, no whimsy, and stilted poor dialogue. Editing may have helped but I am
not sure.I am just happy I didn't pay for this book.

This was an enjoyable first in a series book. It introduced the characters well and kept the plot
moving so you never lost interest. Rory, the heroine, and her friend Scott are very likeable
characters. It does not end in a cliff hanger, but you want to read more to see how the other
characters develop. I would recommend this book to anyone that enjoys mysteries or paranormal.

'A Witch's Guide to Murder' was a good tale of a newbie witch who's in for more than she expected.
The storyline was full of mystery, scenarios that were quite unexpected and an array of colorful
characters. Rory was a good lead. I liked her outlook on the situations and her reactions. Scott was
the best friend that was also very level headed and seemed very accepting of the facts. This book
was a good start to an interesting series, 'A Book & Candle Mystery'. I look forward to reading more.
A good add to your tbr list.

I very much enjoyed this book. It was just the type of light & fast paced reading I was in the mood
for. By page two, I liked Rory and I wanted to keep reading to see what was going to happen. She
had heard the rumors of her estranged Grandmother being a witch, but didn't believe in magic. After
she got her inheritance, her own witchy side was "activated". She just went with the flow and dove
right into learning the craft. She is smart, strong, and has a sense of humor. The other characters
are also easy to like and the mystery is nicely done. Wonderful start to a new series.

This is such a mixed bag. The writing is more preteen than adult but the use of a few unnecessary
G*# dammits excludes recommending to that age group.It was very predictable. The dialogue was
terrible. Calling people without magical powers "mundane" is a blatant ripoff of the more poplular
and better written Shadowhunter series.Oddly though, I enjoyed it enough to finish. But, I won't read
the next in the series. A little too juvenile for me.

While the characters were minimally developed it was difficult to connect with them. Book is not bad
just average. Writing was not bad but again just average, nothing special with predictable characters
and plot. Though the author did show a basic grasp of the genre and of writing so later books may
be better.

This book would be a good beach read . it goes quickly the characters are easy to keep track off
and there is a fun twist at the end and what's best of all there are more adventures to come, I'd give
it 3 1/2 stars.
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